ABI/INFORM provides around 45 titles with specific coverage of the defense and security industries (including the closely related aviation and spaceflight sectors). Key sources for this subject in ABI/INFORM include the quarterly reports from Business Monitor International on the defense and security industries in 17 countries and regions. Alongside these are a selection of relevant periodicals such as Air and Space Power Journal, Aviation Week and Space Technology, and Defense Management Journal.

Additional content is available through ProQuest Central, which offers over 170 titles on defense, security and aviation (over 80 with ongoing full text). The majority of these titles are also included in the ProQuest Military Collection. These include numerous government serials such as Air Force Journal of Logistics, Defense AR Journal and Naval Aviation News, as well as other trade and scholarly journals.

Using the Thesaurus from the Advanced Search page on the new ProQuest platform, researchers can select from subjects including ‘Defense Industry’ and find all relevant content from within their subscribed databases. This can be very useful in locating relevant content from business newspapers, newswires, and other periodicals that are not directly focused on the defense industry. Other fields such as Location can be used to refine or filter searches. Users can also set up an email alert to deliver new documents matching their search as they become available in ProQuest.

- **Key trade publications:** Defense Daily International, Military & Aerospace Electronics, plus further full text titles and many more with A&I coverage including Aviation Week and Space Technology
- **Key scholarly journals:** Air and Space Power Journal and Aircraft Engineering and Aerospace Technology, plus Defense and Peace Economics (A&I only)
- **Non-periodical content highlights:** Business Monitor International quarterly or annual reports on defense and security for 17 key countries and regions.

For additional information about training materials:
http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI